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Abstract

This paper presents the implementation of Fuzzy-Frapartional
Integral controller (FPIC) for controlling automatic generation
control (AGC) in electric power generation systems. A typical
single area power system is considered with governor
nonlinearity. As a consequence of continually laad variation,
the frequency of the power system changes over time. ln
conventional studies, frequency transients are minimized by
using conventional proportional integral (Pl) eontrollers
aiming of secondary control in AGC and zero steady-state
error is obtained after sufficient delay time. ln this paper,
instead of this method, the configurations of FPIC controller is
proposed. ln this paper, fuzzy logic control is used to tune the
output of the conventional PI controller for getting better
pertormance. For any load changes, the proposed controller
restores the frequency to its nominal value within the shortest
possible time. This controller provides a satisfactory balance
between frequency overshoot and transient oscillations with
zero steady-state error. AII the results of the proposed
controller are compared with conventional PI controller in
both cases with and without governor dead-band.
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1. lntroduction

Power system stabil i ty issue has been studied widely l1l.  The
dynamic behavior of many industrial plants is heavily inf luenced by
disturbances and, in part icular, by changes ir. i  operating point [2].
Automatic generation control (AGC) is a very important issue in
power system operation and control for supplying suff icient and
rel iable electr ic power with good quali ty 12,3l.The main goal of the
AGC is to minimize the transients deviations ancj to provide zero
steady state errors for frequency deviation rn a single area power
system l2-4). Many investigations in the area of automatic
generation control (AGC) of isolated and of interconnected power
systems have been reported in the past and a number o{ control
strategies have been proposed to achieve improved performance.
The conventional control strategy for the LFC problem is to take the
integral of control error as the control signal. The proport ional
integral (Pl) control approach is successful in achieving zero
steady-state error in the frequency of the system, but it exhibits
relatively poor dynamic performance as evidenced by large
overshoot and transient frequency osci l lat ions. Moreover, the
transient settling time is relatively large [5].

In order to improve the transient response, advanced control
techniques have been proposed, which include l inear feedback
optimal control, adaptive control, and variable structure control [3].
In the application of optimal control techniques,, the control ler
design is normally based on a f ixed parameter model of the system
derived by a linearization process. Power system parameters are a
function of the operating point. Therefore, as the operating
condit ions change, system performance with control lers designed
for a specific operating point most likely will not be satisfactory.
Consequently, the nonlinear nature of the load frequency control
(LFC) problem makes it  dif f icult to ensure stabil i ty for al l  operating
points when an integral or a Pl control ler is used [3, 5]. More
recently, fast acting artificial neural networks (ANN) have been
developed. But the ANN approach has many inherent drawbacks
like requir ing of large historical database for proper training,
network topology dependence and choice of proper response
functions etc due to which exactly similar performance may not be
obtained. In order to improve the transient response, an intel l igent
control ler for the LFC problem is developed and applied in
connection with the power system under study [5].
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The AGC based on tuzzy-Pl type control ler is proposed in this
study. One of its main advantages is that controller parameters can
be changed very quickly by the system dynamics because no
parameter estimation is required in designing control ler for
nonlinear systems. Therefore, a Iuzzy logic (FLC), which
represents a model{ree type of nonlinear control algorithms, could
be a reasonable solution. The comparative simulation results for a
single area power system are presented and discussed in both
cases considering governor dead-band (DB).

2. Model of AGC in a Single-Area Power System

The primary Load Frequency Control (LFC) loop depends on the
governor speed regulation, a change in the system load wil l  result
in a steady-state frequency deviation,. In order to reduce the
frequency deviation to zero, a reset action must be provided. The
reset action can be achieved by introducing an integral control ler to
act on the load reference setting to change the speed set point.
The integral controller gain Kr rnust be adjusted for a satisfactory
transient response [6]. In a single power system, load frequency
control (LFC) equipment is instal led for each generator. The
controllers are set for a particular operating condition and take care
of small changes in load demand to maintain the frequency within
the specif ied l imit [1].

Fig. 1: Model of LFC for a typical single area power system with a
conventional Pl control ler only.

Figure 1 shows a well known block diagram used for AGC of a
typical single-area power system along with a conventional Pl
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control ler only. The dynamic model equatrons of a single area
power system are given in below:

Lf (t1= [r,, .1a4{rl  -A4.(/) \- \ l ' f t1]f ' t- , , ,

t  nol =lr,tero1- tP,tr)]f  T,

ap* t,) = [r,fur,', tt ) - 41 0 tt R]- tr-tr t)f r,

LP , , tQ )= -K ,LJ 'U \

where, K1 is the lntegral control ler gain value in p.u.
constant Kr controls the rate of investigation, and thus the

(1 )

(2)

T  I \
\ ' l

T t . ^  ^ ^ ; ^
r , r c  v a i l r
qnood  n f

response of the loop.

The dynamic models in state-space variable form of the above
Fig.1 is

X = A X + B U ,  Y = C X

Where,  X=lU L1 Ni  8 , ,1 ' ,u= lq l '  '  v - - l ry lare the s tate vector ,

the control vector and the output variables respectively. The values
of the elements of the system matrices A, B, and C may be
computed from the nominal parameter values [1, 5, 6], given in
Table 1. The crit ical value of Kr of CIC control ler is considered as
the base value in the design of the proposed tuzzy logic control
scheme.

Table 1: Nominal parameters of a typical single-area power system

R [H/p.u.MW] D
[p.u.MW/Hzl

Ks Kr

2.4 0.00833 1 0.0
B

I

Tt
tsl

Kps Tps

lsl
APr-

Io.u.MWl
Kl

0.3 1 .2 20 .variable .see explanation
in text

3. Considering Governor Dead-Band

Governor dead-band is defined as the
sustained speed change within which there
in valve posit ion [7, 8].The l imit ing value of
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as 0.06%. l t  was shown by Concordia et al [9, 10], that one of the
effects of governor dead-band is to increase the apparent steady-
state speed regulation R. This can be seen from Fig. 6.1 by joining
points 1 and 2 and mult iplying the slope of this l ine with 1/R. The
slope of the l ine without governor dead-band is 1. Dead-band is
measured by plotting automatically from the motion of the governor
elements from the frequency [7, B]. Steam turbine dead-band
measured have been found to be due principally to back-lash in the
linkage connecting the servo position to the camshaft, Much of this
appears to occur in the rack and pinion used to rotate the camsha{t
that operates the control valves.

The speed governor dead-band has significant effect on the
dynamic performance of load frequency control system; however,
l i t t le work has been done in this respect. In fact this backlash
nonlinearity introduces a time lag associated with the zero in the
governor transfer function [7].

The governor dead-band of the form shown in Fig. 2 exists in real
systems and is represented by the nonlinear at points marked DB
in  F ig .  1 .

The governor dead-band of the form shown in Fig. 2 exists in real
systems and is represented by the nonlinear at points marked DB
in  F ig .  1 .

Fig. 2: LHS governor dead-band (Backlash) Nonlinearity and RHS
Fourier series coefficients of governor dead-band.

Referring to Fig. 2 it is to be noted that the backlash nonlinearity [7,
8, 111 of the hystresis type cannot be completely described by the
function F(x) since the output inherently depends on the direction of
change in x is posit ive, the r ight-hand side of the loop represents
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the nonlinear characteristics and
Thus adequate description of the
expressed as

a

Y = F(x,x)
rather than as y = F(x).

i s ,  x=As in ( coo t )

negative for the other side [7, B].
hysteresis type of nonlinearity is

\ o l

To solve this nonlinear problem by the describing f unction
approach, Silzak [11] has shown that i t  is necessary to make the
basic assumption that the variable x, appearing in the non-l inear

Function F(x,x) is suff iciently close to a sinusoidar osci l lat ion; that

where the amplitude A and the frequeflc! rr)6, the oscillation are
constant. Describing function analysis, therefore, belongs to the
methods of solving nonlinear differential equations which are based
upon assumed schemes. such an assumption is quite realist ic
nonlinear system which may exhibit periods of oscillations
arbitrarily close to a pure sinusoid. Also Kimbark [7, g] has shown
that the phasor variables can be treated as state variables in the
time domain for small changes.

lf the variable x in the nonlinear assumption f'(r-,.r) has the

sinusoidal form shown in equation (7), then the variable l.(.r.,r.) is
general ly complex, but is also a periodic form of t ime.

" f " , ; ) =Fo+n , r+ { r "+ - - - - - -  
( 8 )

\ ,/ luo

To solve this it is a reasonable approximation to consider the first
three terms only, corresponding coefficients are:

(7)

the origin,
is zero 17,
evaluated

Ft =+ [ "  F(Ar i , r  wrr ,Awocoswor)r / (wor)
2 z i

N, = -f f" F lA.in ror, Aw. cos wor) s in wot tl (v,ut)'  
l t A i

l e r
N: = - , I F(Asin wnt, Aw,o s65 r,./)cos u'0 t tl(w,ot)-  

z A

Since the backlash ̂nonlinearity is a symmetrical about
the constant term F' in the Fourier series (equation (B))
81. The constant terms N1 and N, in (equation (9)) are
and displayed in Fig. 2 for different values of A(t).
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The Governor Transfer function with l inearized dead-band is
derived as follows. This will modify the system matrix.

t.l

)n

A T

a t

7)

N ,  +  { l '

G ( s )  =  w o

l + 7 n * . s

A typical value of backlash is 0.06%. However, by referring to the
discussion of Concordia et al in reference 17-111, i t  is found from
Fig. 2 that A/D = 4 wil l  imply a backlash of approximately 0.05%.
This value of A/D for backlash of 0.05% is chosen for digital
simulation results.
Referring to Fig. 2, the fol lowing Fourier coeff icients are obtained:

(10 )

( 1 1 )

i n  F i g .  2  i s  1 .

\12)

( 13 )

I U

:rl

tic
i lb

/Vn
he

t ^
I ' E

t a

(8)

rst

ie)

in,
17,
ed

?2

t '  =  o .g  a t tc r  {a  =  -0 . ,
k k

The usual value of s lope k of the curve shown
Therefore, Nr=0.08 and N2= -Q.1.

A typical  value of cont inuous t ime response, Fig.2,

indicates to=1/2 Hz

Of, Ws= 2.1116 = n

These values of Fourier coefficients are substituted in equation (8), giving

f ' t . t ,  x )  =  0 .8 "  -  0 ' 2

3. Critical gain values of conventional Pl Controller:
The tuning of the value of gains Kl at Kp=Q was achieved using a
systematic exhaustive search according to the IAET criterion
shown in equation (13).

1

r r," = Jlty lttl at

Fig. 3: The optimal K1
dead-band
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I t  is clear from Fig. 3 that in the absence of governor dead-band the
best tuned of integral gain value is K1 = 0.29 at Jr,"=0.188, which is
also called the crit ical value. ln the presence of governor dead-
band the integral gain value, Kr=O.27 dt J1,o=Q.!698. This K1 value is
also calculated by the equation (14) [1].
. .  |  ( ,  K p r ) '

A r  = - l  l + -  I
4KpsTps\  R )

( 14 )

4. Fuzzy-Pl Controller (FPIC)

The general practice in the design of a LFC is to uti l ize a Pl
structure. This gives adequate system response considering the
stabil i ty requirements and the performance of i ts regulating units.
Another approach to this problem, with good results, is the use of
modern control theory. Usually, conventional control lers of f ixed
structure and constant parameters are tuned for one operating
condition and can give optimal or suboptimal poriler system
performance for that condition. Since, the characteristics of the
power system elements are non-linear, the conventional controllers
may not be capable of providing the desired pedormance for all
operating condit ions [3, 5] ln this case the response of the Pl
controller is not satisfactory enough and large oscillations may
occur in the system. Thus, the integrator gain must be set to a level
that provides a compromise between fast transient recovery and
low overshoot in the dynamic response of the overall system.
Consequently, this type of controller may be relatively slow and not
allow the designer to take easily into account possible system non-
linearities. Latest efforts are made, as another approach, to
develop control lers (based on intel l igent control techniques)
capable in dealing with such non-l inearit ies and at the same time
secure improved system performance [5].
ln this paper, instead of this Pl control ler (shown in Fig. 1), Fuzzy-
Pl control ler is used.. ln this control ler, the output of Pl control ler is
luzztltied by the tuzzy logic controller. Figure 4 shows a typical
block diagram for Fuzzy-Pl controller [12]. The discrete-time
equivalent expression for Pl control used in this paper is given as

r  * ( t )  - -  K  r e  
* ( k ) +  K  t T t Z  e * ( i )

+P | , t& )=  K r f  * ( k )+  K  T= , f , f  * ( i )

d

L e  *  ( k ) =  e  *  ( k )  -  e  "  ( k  -  1 ) .
d

-  v * G ) = f  * ( k ) - f  * ( k _ l ) =  f , , , , , , , - L
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The incremental control error at k'n instant is given by
Ar r * ( k )=  Kp . v  * ( k )+  K , . € *  ( f t - l )

=aP . i  ( k )=  K " . r , ' ' ( l i ) +  K , . f  * t k - l t

Where, v'(k)is the rate of incremental error,
l c  ) '  (  k  )  -  c  t '  (  k  -  I  ) l

{17 )
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Where u(k) is the control signal, e(k) is the error between the
reference and the process output, Ts is the sampling period for the
controller, Au.(k) is the incremental control efforl at k'n instant and
Kp and Kr ?r€ the proport ional and integral gains of digital Pl
controller, respectively.

Fig. 4: A typical Fuzzy-Pl controller (FPIC).

5. DESIGN STEPS FOR FPIC CONTROLLER

Figure 5 shows a schematic representation of a typical closed-loop
luzzy control system. For the FLC controller, it has been selected
two inputs, one is the Pl control ler output and another is the rate of
change of the Pl controller output defined as:

inpud: errorA ,=K,'!ry at=r, 
o

inpu2: rateof change in errorAu=Kr $ =dqldt

Where, Lf -fnom-ft.
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of a typical closed-loop Fuzzy logic control ler.

The tuzzy sets of each l inguist ic variable adopted in this work are:
NB: Negative Big; NS: Negative Small;  Z. Zero; PS: Posit ive Small;
PB: Posit ive Big. The membership functions for the designed FLC
controller of the three variables (er, det/dt, APls1) used are shown in
Fig. 6. ufe.{xtl

1 0.75 0.32 0,01 O.001 APrc{x)l

Fig. 6: Membership functions for the tuzzy variable of the proposed
FPIC control ler.

I t  is possible to derive a membership value for this variable in many
possible ways, one of the rules that has been chosen is

p(e , ,c " ,  )  =  . in  fuk , ) ,  p ( t le ,  l r t l )

26

{20)
The tuzzy rules are constructing by using trial and error methods.
The Output of FPIC control ler is given in Table l .The well-known
center of gravity defuzzif ication method is given by the fol lowing
expressron:

n  l n

M..,=lP,C, lTP,
j=t I i=l
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Where, 7-4 is the membership value of the l inguist ic variable and u,
is the precise numerical value.

Table 2: Fuzzy rule base for FPIC control ler

e\

Ce'

NB NS z PS PB

NB NB NB NS Z Z
NS NB NS z z PS
Z NB z z PS H 5

PS z z PS l-5 Y b

PB z PS PS PB PB

6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computer simulations results based on system non-l inear
differential equations have been carried out for different load
changes. The di{ferential equations have been solved by u8ing the
4th order Range-Kutta method under MATLAB environment. Figure
7, and Fig. I depict the simulation results with & without
considering the governor DB for step load changes of APt=0.01,
and 0.02 p.u respectively.

ln addit ion of proposed schemes, the damping is improved
significantly. In the absence of governor DB, it is evident from the
Fig. 7 that 1't peak is significantly improved (50% of the Pl
controller) and the 3'd and 4th peak of the generator frequency is
almost diminished with the proposed mode of control.

Fig. 7: Frequency deviation, Power generation for
change APL- 0.01 p.u. with & without governor DB

the step load
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Fig.8: Frequency deviation, Power generation for the step load
change APL- 0.02 p.u. with & without governor DB.

It is clearly shown that considering governor DB 1't peak is greatly
reduced 35% of the Pl control ler and 4'n peak is minimized
compared with conventional Pl control ler. Moreover, this eventually
reduces the settling time of the frequency for both cases, which in
turn brings the Fuzzy-Pl controller in more advantageous position
for subsequent use,

Fig. 8 shows the system performances with and without governor
DB. l t  is clearly observed that in the absence of governor DB, the
results of 1"t,2nd peak & 4th peak are same as shown in Fig.7 in
comparison with Pl control ler. In the presence of governor DB, 4'n
peak of the system frequency deviation is almost minimized but Pl
controller exhibits unstability of the system. Therefore, settling time
is greatly reduced in the proposed mode of FPIC control ler.
The comparative results for FPIC and Pl controller are shown in
Table 3 and Fig. 9.
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Step load
chanqe

Without oovernor DB With qovernor DB
FPIC P I FPIC PI

0.01 0.4625s
-0 .0141

0.82s,
-0.0281

0.635s,
0 .0189

0.822s,
n  n ? n R

0 .015 0 .4136s ,
0 .0211

0 .712s ,
-0.0422

0.8332s,
0.0399

I  1 ^ 4  1 ^

r-l ntr?7

0.02 0.4571s,
0 .02816

0 .813s , -
0.0562

1 .233s ,  -
0 .0691

I )Rfi)q

0.0857
0.05 0.463s, -

0.07034
0.724s,
-0.141

2.803s,
0.4033

t _ . t  r  t t ,
n . 4 e l A

Table 3: Time and 1't peak of f  requency deviation

116 I

!
z
a

fl

Fig. 9: A comparative sett l ing t imes of FPIC and Pl control ler for an
AGC in single area power system without and with Governor DB.

7.  CONCLUSION

An intel l igent automatic generation control ler or load frequency
controller has been developed to regulate the power output and
system frequency. A simple fuzzy-Pl control ler is explained and
investigated in this paper. From the above simulation results, i t  is
clear that the proposed controller exhibits better performance to
stable satisfactorily balance between frequency overshoot and
transient osci l lat ions with zero steady-state error. The various
simulation results keenly show the superior of the proposed AGC
control ler in both cases with and without governor dead-band. The
sett l ing t imes (shown in Fig. 9) and 1't peak (given in Table 3) are
also reduced to a great extent with the proposed mode of control.
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